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1 - Waiting Is The Hardest Part
Waiting Is The Hardest Part
Sly Sneekly And Penelope Pitstop Sneekly were in the middle of their bedroom antics when Penelope
said "it's time"
"It's time are you sure Honey?"
"Yes i 'm sure we need to get to the hospital soon"
Sly called the doctor at the hospital and told them that they were on their way they told them the room
was ready for her.
Frantically getting ready Sly drove her the the hospital and neglected to change out of his Hooded Claw
outfit which he now only uses in the bedroom since their were no perils anymore.
They reached the hospital and went inside he was wondering why they were getting odd looks by the
desk clerk, "he and said i can see why she is here but what are you doing here dressed like that."
Sly blushed and now noticed he was wearing his Hooded Claw outfit thankfully he was in the full outfit
including the cape.
He said uh would you believe we were on our way to a costume party and she started having
contractions before getting into her costume.
That sounds believable i guess but what do on their own time is none of my business so we'll just leave
it at that shall we go now Mrs?"
"Mrs. Pitstop Sneekly" and yes i think I'm about to burst."
"Mr. Sneekly you need to wait here in the waiting room."
"are you sure she will be okay?"
"I assure you your wife will be in the best of care"
"I'll be fine honey" she hugged and kissed him goodbye for now and went with the doctors on the
gurney.
The next number of hours Sly Paced back and forth then he finally heard the intercom speaker saying
Mr. Sneekly you can see your wife now
He thought finally then he went to the room and was told to keep the visit brief Sly entered and saw
Penelope holding their babies one was a girl and one was a boy.

"They're beautiful honey almost as beautiful as you and thankfully neither got my nose he joked
Penelope smiled and said "true but he has your eyes"
"and she has yours" he replied then "he asked what do we name them?"
She said "how about Claudia for her and Shade for him?"
"sounds fine to me hon"
The Nurse said "Mr Sneekly visiting hours are over for tonight you need to leave for now and your wife
and kids will be able to go home in a number of days."
Sylvester Sneekly left the hospital and when he got home went to sleep from a tiring night he even forgot
to change into his pj's.
He slept knowing that soon he will be reunited with his wife and new members of their family.
The End
The story takes place sometime after Penelope's Secret Is Finally Revealed
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